Membership Committee report by Barbara Levinson: new brochures being distributed; ALA Membership Committee and Promotion Task Force meeting discussed incentives for long-term, continuous membership.

SRRT Newsletter report by John Savage: appreciation expressed for submission of letters and information from members; Editor Savage commended for change of masthead.

Conference arrangements: Kay Cassell coordinator; open SRRT time slot requested by Helen Lewis because of a conflict with the President's program.

Discussion concerning membership on task forces: mailing labels and/or lists possible or available.

SRRT table at ALA in Chicago: Staffing coordinated by Elizabeth Morrissett, all Task Forces urged to help out.

Meeting for Chairs of Round Tables: Doris Kirschbaum and Linda Pierce attended; SRRT already on record supporting the formation of such a permanent group to represent concerns of RTs.

Discuss co-sponsorship of Mid-winter Presidential Debate with Black Caucus.

Unanimous vote to increase number of newsletters printed to keep up with increase in membership.

No comments or changes recommended for the Library Education and Personnel Utilization Policy review.

Strategic Long-Range Plan for ALA: John Sheridan to coordinate SRRT's response to this effort.

Discussion of preparing a history of SRRT for meeting in 1986: oral or written; better to remember or to write about.